Leicester, Leicestershire and Rutland LMC
Guidance during Covid19 Pandemic

Medical Certificate of Cause of Death (MCCD)
1

Schedule 13 of The Coronavirus Act changes the requirements so that ANY registered medical
practitioner (RMP) may sign the MCCD, if:
(a) It is not possible or practical for any RMP who attended the patient to sign, AND
(b) The RMP signing is able to state to the best of their knowledge and belief the cause

2

In addition the deceased should have:
(a) Been attended (including by video, but not by telephone) within 28 days (instead of 14)
prior to death by any (ie not necessarily the signing) RMP, or
(b) Seen after death by any RMP in person (not by video).
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If neither 2 (a), nor (b) can be fulfilled, then it would be appropriate (although not legally
required) to refer the death to the coroner, who is likely to issue a Form 100A to allow
registration to take place regardless.
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When completing the MCCD, if the patient had been seen by another RMP and not you during
the prior 28 days, then delete ‘me’ from “Last seen alive by me”, and write in the RMP’s name,
their GMC number, and the date they had seen the deceased (see example below).
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If seen after death by you, then put in the date you last saw the patient prior to death
(regardless of how long ago). If never seen by you prior to death annotate as paragraph 4 to
include name and GMC number of the last RMP to see the patient alive, and the date seen.
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If in your opinion Covid19/Coronavirus infection either led or contributed to the death then this
should be included as a “Cause of Death”.
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The whole of both sides of the completed MCCD should be scanned or photographed and
emailed to the registrar. It is important to include a name and telephone number of a relative
or representative who can speak English and who the registrar can liaise with.
County deaths – leicsdeathreg@leics.gov.uk
City deaths – Nominated-Officer@leicester.gov.uk
Rutland deaths - registrars@rutland.gov.uk
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The original completed copies of MCCDs should be sent on the 1st of each month.
County deaths – Leicestershire Register Office, Anstey Frith House, County Hall (Grounds),
Glenfield LE3 8RE
City deaths – The City of Leicester Register Office, Town Hall, Town Hall Square, Leicester, LE1
9BG
Rutland deaths - Register Office, Rutland County Council, Catmose Street, Oakham, LE15 6HP

Leicester, Leicestershire and Rutland LMC
Guidance during Covid19 Pandemic

Form Cremation 4
1

Section 19 of the Coronavirus Act removes the requirement for Form Cremation 5 (Part 2) to be
completed.
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Any Registered Medical Practitioner (RMP) can complete Form Cremation 4, and they do not
have to have seen the deceased, but normally:
(a) A RMP should have attended the deceased (including video) within 28 days, or
(b) Viewed the body after death in person (not by video), or
(c) The death has been registered with an MCCD supported by Form 100A.
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In preference an electronic version of the form should be completed. This can be downloaded
from:
www.gov.uk/government/collections/cremation-forms-and-guidance.
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Detailed guidance regarding completion of Form 4 can be found at:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_dat
a/file/878093/revised-guidance-to-medical-practitioners-completing-form-cremation-4.pdf
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All questions in Form Cremation 4 should be completed - even if just “not applicable” (N/A).
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SUMMARY OF CHANGED ADVICE DURING PANDEMIC FOR SPECIFIC QUESTIONS
Question 5. If you were not the deceased’s usual medical practitioner answer ‘no’ and include
details of the deceased’s usual medical practitioner in Question 9.
Question 6. If you did not attend the deceased prior to their death you should answer ‘N/A’.
Question 7. If you did not see the deceased prior to their death you should answer ‘N/A’. If
another RMP saw the deceased prior to death, details of this attendance should be reported at
Question 9. If your last attendance of the deceased was by a digital consultation state how
many days and hours before the deceased’s death that consultation took place and write ‘by
video’ to the right of the ‘hours’ box. Audio-only consultations (e.g. by telephone) are not
acceptable for the purposes of Question 7
Question 8. If you saw the body of the deceased complete with the date and time and a record
of the examination you made. This cannot be via digital means (video/visual). If the body of the
deceased was not seen by you, or was seen by another RMP known to you, answer ‘N/A’ and
report the observations of the other RMP at Question 9 including their full name and General
Medical Council number
Question 9. Include:
Name and GMC number of deceased’s usual medical practitioner if you are not.
Name and GMC number of any RMP who attended the deceased/saw the body.
Details of deceased’s symptoms in the period leading up to death extracted from the record or
after discussion or other exchange with any RMP who saw the deceased prior to death or saw
the body.
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Once completed the form should be emailed to the funeral directors and attached to the
record.
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